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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
IEI Expands Illuminated Keypad Line with 242iLW, and iLR
Style and iLSE Style Keypads
New Illuminated Versions of IEI’s Popular Architectural, Ruggedized
and Sealed Environment Keypads

CANTON, MA, June 12, 2006 – International Electronics, Inc., (IEI) (OTC BB:IEIB),
a leading manufacturer of electronic access control and asset management products
for industrial and commercial applications, today announced the release of five new
keypads offering backlit key illumination for better safety and improved accuracy in
dimly lit environments – the new 242iLW, and new illuminated versions of the iLR
and ilSE Keypads.
The 242iLW Architectural Backlit Keypad offers the most flexibility and options
available in a self-contained access control unit. It is designed to be used indoors or
outdoors in flush mount applications. The electronics have been conformal coated to
provide a high level of application flexibility. Each of the iLW keypads use clear
hardened keys that will ensure long-term, high quality performance. The solid metal
trim adds strength and is esthetically appealing with its polished chrome finish for
most environments.
Primary features of the 242iLW Keypad includes:






Four relay outputs that can be programmed to perform standard access control
functions or be set to control individual devices upon entry of a valid code.
Will monitor the position of a door, and provide notice of improper usage via
outputs such as Door Ajar and Forced Door.
Ideal for controlling electronic devices such as CCTV systems, door locking
hardware, automatic operators, security systems or other machinery requiring a
contact closure or opening.
A 120 user code memory and an expansive range of programmable options.

Additionally, IEI has expanded the se Style Sealed Environmental Keypad line with
new illumination offerings to include the 212iLSE and the 232iLSE, and has expanded
the r Style Ruggedized Keypad line with illumination offerings in the 212iLR and
232iLR.
Both the se Style and the r Style keypads are vandal resistant, self-contained
weatherproof metal housing keypads. The r style and se style Keypads are both
designed for surface mount harsh condition applications. The r style housing is ideal
for mounting on posts or flat surfaces. The brushed aluminum case of the s style
provides an elegant and durable choice in an access control keypad.

The 212 functionality and the design of both the r style and se style keypads allows
for four independent SPDT form C relays that can be programmed to operating
together or in any combination upon valid PIN entry. This type of functionality is
often used to control access to gates, electrified locking hardware, machinery, CCTV
systems, elevator control or other devices that require ON/OFF or momentary
operation.
The 232 functionality of both these keypads are designed to meet most commercial
and residential access control requirements. Each 232 series keypad provides two
inputs for door position status and request to exit and four SPDT form C access
control relay outputs, which include Main Relay (controlled by valid PIN), Alarm
Shunt (activates with main relay and follows door position status), Door Ajar
(provides output when door exceeds programmed opening time) and Forced Door
(provides output when door has been opened without valid PIN).
“Our illuminated keypad line provides a dual role, “said John Waldstein, President
and CEO of International Electronics. “They allow users to easily view the numbers in
dimly lit environments, improving accuracy and ease of use, while also announcing
the presence of a security device which can be a deterrent to vandals and other
unwanted security breaches. These enhancements to our keypad product line also
demonstrate IEI’s commitment to continually advance our core access control
products which are known in the industry for the highest levels of quality and
durability.”
These new illuminated keypad products are added to IEI’s existing illuminated
keypads, which include the iL Style Flush Mount Indoor Keypad, the e Style Flush
Mount Backlit Keypad and the iLM Style Mullion Mount Backlit Keypad.
The 242iLW is available immediately. The 212iLR, 232iLR, 212iLSE, and the 232iLSE
are available July 1. IEI sells its products through major distributors.
About International Electronics, Inc.
International Electronics, Inc. (IEI), an ISO9001:2000 certified manufacturer,
designs, manufactures, markets and sells electronic access control equipment and
browser-managed security platforms used in residential and commercial security
systems and wireless access control and fleet management systems for industrial
mobile asset applications. IEI’s products include its Door-Gard™ and Secured
Series™ access control lines, its LS line of integrated battery operated door locks,
its eMerge™ browser-managed access and security management products and its
line of PowerKey™ industrial access control and fleet management products. IEI
markets its security management and access control products to leading
distribution and electronic security installation companies, and its PowerKey™
products directly to material handling equipment users worldwide. For more
information about IEI visit www.ieib.com.
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